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This paper gives an overview of the current state of ontology use in engineering systems. It is an expanded version of part of the Ontology Summit 2012 communique as it relates to the current state of ontology use in engineering big systems. The Ontology Summit is an annual event of ONTOLOG, a virtual community of practice devoted to advancing the field of ontology, ontological engineering and semantic technology. The Summit topic for 2012 was ontology as it relates to big systems. Other topics were Big Data, Federation and Integration of Systems, and Ontology Quality. Engineering big systems includes both big systems engineered by an enterprise and the big enterprises that produce and use big systems.

Models and ontology in engineering

Engineers have always built models; models to describe physical systems, to specify products to be built, and to describe system interaction with the physical world. In common usage, a model is anything used to represent anything else. Scientific models are used to represent physical things and factual relationships. Engineering models represent a physical system or manufactured product (figure 1). A system can be represented by many different models that may have different purposes. Engineering is becoming increasingly model centric in that models serve as the ground truth for design and analysis in that they are the authoritative source of information. The engineering community recognizes that modeling languages need a precise meaning to enable collaboration, standards, and reasoning (Graves, Integrating Reasoning with SysML, 2012). This is where ontology comes in. Ontological analysis is an enabler for good modeling. The analysis enables us to identify terminology needed for modeling a domain and to establish the meaning of the terms. The INCOSE Model-Based System Engineering (MBSE) Initiative Ontology Action Team maintains a web site at http://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:ontology on the topic of the interaction of MBSE with ontology.

Ontology as a discipline dates back to Aristotle. For Aristotle, the main task of philosophy was to experience the empirical world and acquire knowledge about it (Metaphysics, Chapter 9). He created an ontology of substances. For Aristotle the general properties of things have to be found through cognitive processes. The modern usage of ontology is credited to the philosopher Edmund Husserl. Ontology as a philosophical discipline aims at developing a system of general categories, the relationships between them and the rules that govern them which together form a theory of reality (West, Ontology Meets Business, 2009). The general

Figure 1. A design model for an automobile
category of System as composed of components with interconnections is an example of an ontology. A System Ontology is a pattern for what constitutes a system: the parts and connections, identity, dependence, unity and, for engineered systems, replaceable system components. The system example ontology was developed as part of ISO15926 (http://www.fiatech.org/images/stories/techprojects/project_deliverables/ISO%2015926%203D%20model.pdf).

How does ontology relate to the practice of building models in an engineering modeling language such as SysML or ISO15926? Models are used to describe systems that exist or might exist in the real world. Key relations like classification, specialization, and whole-part are well understood in the realm of ontology, and see major usage in systems engineering (Bock et..all., Ontological product modeling 2010). To describe those systems one needs a language to talk about the world. When a Model is expressed in a modeling language the first issue is that the model be a syntactically correct model of the language. A language description for a modeling language such a SysML includes the syntactical rules which define syntactically correct sentences. A language specification determines all possible grammatically valid models that can be constructed using that language. In addition if one can describe the pattern for a system then one can use software to check that one has a system model, not just an arbitrary model.

![Figure 2. The relationship between ontologies, models and modeling languages](image)

In OMG terminology, an ontology for System is called a metamodel. A modeling language such as UML can be configured to use multiple ontologies in the form of metamodels.

**Ontology Support for Systems Engineering**

Two areas where ontology is being used and has much more potential for use are System Modeling and Enterprise Modeling In particular; ontologies have been used to model system specifications and enterprise architectures. The example of the design for an automobile provides an example of the kind of ontological analysis that is needed for system modeling. The design for a manufacturer’s automobile model identifies each component such as the left headlight as well as the specification for the headlights. Each automobile built will have a
specific left headlight component. These system components do not behave in the same way as ordinary physical objects. If a headlight is smashed does the automobile still have a headlight component (figure 3)? When the left headlight of an automobile is removed, a technician still says that an electrical cable connects to the left headlight. What do engineers actually speak of when they talk about connections to the missing left headlight and what do they have in mind when they speak this way? Do they have in mind objects whose existence conditions are determined by specifications? This example generated a lot of discussion regarding the identity criteria for an implementation of the automobile design. Can components be replaced within a unit without the identity of the unit changing?

Figure 3. The missing headlight

**Systems Engineering Needs From Ontology**

There are many engineering and enterprise tasks where ontology is definitely applicable, but is not yet in wide use. Systems engineering is all about assembly from components and understanding the whole and the relationships between the parts and support for the use of the same parts in different systems. This calls for ontologies which can themselves be components of other ontologies and be assembled to contribute to an ontology of the whole. Yet in general ontology developments are one-off with it being rare for ontologies to be reused or be reusable. For ontology to be useful for the engineering of big systems, reusable ontologies to support reusable engineering models will be important.

Big systems have a long life and usually change over that life. This means that the ontologies that describe a system need to be able to change, but in a way that means that the history is not lost. This requires a sophisticated approach to change management in model and ontology creation and maintenance. Big systems tend to interact with their environment and change state as a result of interaction. This means those conceptualizations are needed to model state change and system evolution throughout its lifecycle.

For some time information models have been used to model enterprise information. Foundation ontologies contain conceptualizations needed for enterprise modeling. These include processes, events, descriptions, plans, physical quantities, individuals, types etc. Further ontologies provide relationships between the concepts which can be exploited to relate data needed to determine program status. Some enterprises have recognized that ontologies generalize these information models and provide better access and organization than traditional data models.
Increasingly the importance of social, legal, and value-related qualities of big systems, both enterprises that make products and their big system products, are being realized. These qualities must be taken into account during the design and evaluation of systems. Again this means that conceptualizations are needed to model these system qualities. Other examples of potential ontology use are principles of how to construct good quality reusable models, the management of ontologies of and for large systems and the challenges in developing and maintaining them.

**Impediments to ontology use**

Different not necessarily compatible conceptualizations used in modeling big systems by different stakeholders have to be integrated to achieve the semantic interoperability for stakeholders to collaborate. Many of the challenges in the application of ontology to big systems are that (1) the modelling of federated systems requires a broader collection of conceptualizations, (2) the ability to take data from one lifecycle stage and repurposed it for use in later lifecycle stages, (3) and integrating the results of models using multiple modeling languages.

One of the biggest impediments in modeling a domain is the use of an incorrect conceptualizations or ontologies. One common case in engineering is process models which have no relationship to any engineering process that could ever possibly work. When modeling languages make ontological commitment prematurely before the conceptualizations of the domain have been understood, they run the risk of failure to be adopted. As a result the use of ontologies in engineering demands the development of ontology validation methods, possibly using techniques used to validate models in engineering.

**Ontology Tools and Training for Systems Engineers**

The discipline of ontology has work and methodology for ontology engineering which is methodology for constructing ontologies. This may prove of use for engineering. One way to show engineers the importance of ontology is to show examples of how poor ontologies (or the lack of them) impede the work to make and use a system. Then they are better prepared to develop the kind of ontologies needed.
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